


«Suddenly something sings and swings inside of us. 
A wonderful longing for forest and mountain and solitude 
and peace.» 
Domenic Feuerstein, naturalist, photographer, poet

It's the indescribable feeling of walking through a flowering 
mountain meadow in the spring. Of breathing the scent of fresh 
alpine herbs and flowers deeply into our hearts. Of letting the 
sun caress our faces. Of looking at the point where the 
mountain peaks toch the sky. It's the moment when our souls 
dance.

Our inspiration is to let you experience this sensory journey 
every day anew, through a naturally-pure care and fragrance 
line that combines ancestral knowledge with the latest 
reserach findings. To pamper the body and free the mind.
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Domenic Feuerstein's knowledge of the healing power 
of native plants and his love for nature inspired his 
granddaughter. So it was that in 2005 in S-charl, a 
dreamy village in the Lower Engadine, the idea of a 
sustainably-oriented Swiss cosmetics company - 
Feuerstein Essentials Switzerland - was born.

« Because it's wonderful to be at one with nature 
and with the country I live in …» 
Domenic Feuerstein, 1900–1949

Rooted in the mountains
Today this private owned company stands for high-quality 
Swiss care products and sensual fragrances. We use pure 
Engadine mountain herbs and their extracts. The products 
are produced without parabens or animal testing. The 
glass bottles are reusable or recyclable. These are 
convincing arguments for a sophisticated clientele, 
including numerous renowned 5-star hotels that delight 
their guests with Feuerstein Essentials.
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The power of the mountains lies in their purity. A force that 
gives us inner serenity and outer beauty. With this in mind, 
Feuerstein Essentials focuses fully on the processing of Swiss 
alpine herbs from sustainable cultivation.

Peppermint extracts have a cleansing and clarifying 
effect. Lemon balm soothes and refreshes the skin. 
Horsetail improves its resilience. Linden blossom 
extract has soothing properties. Edelweiss is used in 
cosmetics as an anti-ageing ingredient. And lady's 
mantle improves circulation. 

Spring water and natural mountain honey are also 
combined with aloe vera, highly-effective vitamin 
complexes, hyaluronic acid, collagen and silk proteins. 
The result is powerful nourishment for all skin types 
which gives a radiant appearance.
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A beautiful face tells a story from the bottom of its heart. 
Shining eyes and a charming smile reflect someone's 
individuality and perfection. A beautiful face deserves to 
be taken care of.

Cleansing milk
Mild almond oil and nourishing cocoa butter in combination 
with a refreshing alpine herb extract gently remove 
impurities and make-up, giving our face a natural glow.

Peeling
Like a rushing waterfall, the finest particles of almond 
kernels and olive stone granules cleanse the face down to 
the pores and ensure a visibly refined and refreshed 
complexion.

Silk care
Routine becomes a moment of bliss when this extraordinary 
intensive care cream touches the skin. Silk proteins 
counteract small dryness wrinkles. Hyaluronic acid helps 
the skin to retain its firmness and elasticity, and wild rose 
extract gives it new life.



The quality of our body care influences our well-being. 
The secret lies in the perfect blend of natural ingredients 
and active substances from modern cosmetic research. 
Refined by harmonious fragrances that gently contribute 
to our inner balance.

Purity ritual
Shower gel made from invigorating mountain herbs 
awakens all our energy and happily welcomes us into the 
day. In special moments, however, we close our eyes, listen 
to our bodies and enjoy a high-quality bath with almond, 
avocado and olive oil.

Well-groomed hair
Shampoo and conditioner with edelweiss extracts pamper 
our scalp and give us the joy of healthy, full hair.

Body-consciousness
Our skin enjoys the moisturising body milk like a warm 
embrace. The nourishing body oil stimulates us with 
essences of lemongrass and grapefruit. The crowning glory 
of protection and care is a rich body cream with shea 
butter.
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Surrounded and filled with seductive scents, we let ourselves 
be carried through everyday life on wings. Fragrances of 
space and freedom, of security and love, of clarity and 
refreshment. Captured so that they can be spread around us, 
via accessories that are handmade in Switzerland.

Room fragrances
Created as an essence with diffuser sticks or as a spray. 
With fragrant notes ranging from tart softwood to beguiling 
patchouli, from fruity lime to warm vanilla, from wild 
peppermint to delicate lavender. Depending on your mood or 
to send you into a daydream.

Scented candles
Made from organic rapeseed wax and naturally pure 
essential oils, their fragrance floats through the room like a 
breath of wind. Made with great dedication and care.



www.feuerstein-essentials.ch
takes you even deeper into the world of 
our products and natural ingredients.

Feuerstein Essentials Switzerland GmbH 
Via Maistra 1, CH-7500 St. Moritz




